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randomly nappy thoughts
- by Mz Bajan
Micro-twists.... yes, or no?

Has anyone tried the Jane Carter Solutions products? I
recently ordered the Wrap/Roll (for roller setting), the daily
leave-in conditioner and the Wrap & Sculpt (for shake &
go). I've tried them all a couple of times, but I just can't
decide whether they are too drying for my hair
(4a,b,c,d,e,f....z).
Anyone else has her line....I would like to know what you
think? Just started using ORS hair mayo., and I'm
wondering if that is what's making my hair so dry. The
ORS feels good on my hair after rinse-out, however my
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hair seems drier than ever.

Men and Natural Hair
- by Muzikal203

Any input?

Is It Just Me....
- by ms-gg
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How are you wearing your
hair today?
- by NowIamNappy
2 point rotation v. 4 point
rotation?????
- by alibelly
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I done did it again
- by Jazitones
Going natural was the WORST
thing you ever did to your
hair!!
- by bettycakes

Advertisement

I personally love the Nourish & Shine (not greasy at all, little goes a long way, and smells great!) and the
wrap N' Roll, especially when I was relaxed. When I started my transition I used it for roller sets with
great results. It wasn't drying at all, no flakes,added lots of shine, and again, great scent.

04-01-2004, 03:03 PM
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Quote:

Originally posted by KSJ1913@Mar 31 2004, 08:24 PM
I personally love the Nourish & Shine (not greasy at all, little goes a long way, and
smells great!) and the wrap N' Roll, especially when I was relaxed. When I started my
transition I used it for roller sets with great results. It wasn't drying at all, no
flakes,added lots of shine, and again, great scent.
The nourish & shine is good!

04-01-2004, 05:15 PM
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O.k. here's my dilemma - I've been transitioning with kinky twists and I want to take them out this
weekend. I've been on the boards and making note of all the products that everyone has been pleased
with and purchased a few. There are 2 products that I want desperately, but cannot locate in my area.
Kemi Oyl Shea Butter Pomade and Elasta QP Mango Butter. I've decided to just order them online, but
for my natural debut, I would like to have something that softens moistens, yet isn't greasy and also
restores the natural curl. These are all the attributes described in those products especially the Shea
Butter Pomade. Can someone point me in the direction of a product that's more commonly found. I'm in
Greensboro, NC, and we do have Korean Beauty Supply stores, Sally's, Walmart, Walgreens, etc.
Thanks - I'd so appreciate your help!!

04-01-2004, 05:45 PM
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I haven't tried the Nourish/Shine, so I'm going to order that. However, I did a wash/shake last night,
conditioning with good old Kenra, and then applying the Leave-in along with the shake & go from Jane
Carter, I must say my hair came out perfect...if there's such a thing.
My hair is shiny and moisturized, with the most wonderful curl definition (ringlets). When I went to bed, I
made one ponytail on either side and used my scrunchy to band the hair. Took them out this morning,
gave my hair a shake and fluff...just gorgeous. I definitely believe the ORS mayo. was drying out my
hair.

Going to have to go to Trade Secrets and get more Kenra. I also may order the Jane Carter deep
conditioner when I order the Nourish/Shine. Will let you know how that works out.
PS: Forgot to mention I also used Ebene styling/shine oil after applying the other leave-ins on soaking
wet hair. Love Ebene also.
Napp Friends

Jenn
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Junior Napp

If you have the kinky twist extensions then your hair will be very dry. I think shea butter will be the best
thing in addition to no-poo, daily until you get back your softness/moisture.
Don't use a cap when you go in the shower because the steam will soften your hair a lot.
Good luck
__________________
let's get out of debt in 2007! www.financialdestination.com/morgan1

06-28-2008, 06:01 PM
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Bump, Bump!
Okay, so I have been looking at this stuff off and on and have decided that I want to buy some. The
ingredients aren't as good as I thought they would be, but they aren't all bad either. So here is what I
want
Nourish & Shine
Nutrient Replenishing Conditioner(cause yall now I'm addicted to conditioners)
Condition and sculpt!
4 months natural
Jul 4, 2010
Well I've made it this far
so I decided…
TO trim or not to
trim??

has anyone else tried this stuff and what do you think?? There aren't any full threads on this stuff so I'm
kind of skeptical, but I do know that if I don't order anything else, I'm ordering the Nourish & Shine!
__________________
"Love is patient and kind, Love is not jealous, conceited, proud or boastful, it is not arrogant, selfish, irritable or rude. Love does not
keep a record of wrongs. Love is not happy with evil, but is happy with the truth, Love never gives up , and its faith, hope and
patience never fail. Love is eternal." - 1 Corinthians 13

:))

MoNappy28-Holla! http://s238.photobucket.com/albums/ff194/soulstar79/

Jul 4, 2010
hey everybody, it's
been four months
natural (march 17…
21 years and
counting...
Jul 4, 2010
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crazylikedatglue
Active Member

I love these products. I use the shampoo, conditioner and wrap and roll for roller sets

Hi So im totally new to
this whole blog thing…
Just did the BIG
CHOP....
Jul 4, 2010

06-28-2008, 08:26 PM
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fallinghair
My hair is pretty healthy
and I always received
compliments…
Big Chop on July1st
for 45th BD... gotta
get used to this

Posts: 64

Junior Napp

Way back when I first went all natural, I tried Jane Carter: shampoo, conditioner, nourish and shine,
and aloe vera leave-in. The shampoo was like washing my hair with detergent. The conditioner did not
detangle or soften. The leave in made my hair dry. The only thing that worked and to me is the best
butter on the market is the nourish and shine. Smells good (very light scent) and no beeswax!!!.

Jul 4, 2010
I did the big chop on
July first for…

06-29-2008, 12:06 AM
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mikosbelle
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The last time I checked, I don't remembe the ingredients being bad (no parabens, mineral oil, silicones
and etc.). I think it the ingredients are really good.
I love the nourish and shine, the replenishing conditioner, the revitalizing leave-in, the scalp
renew.....shoot I love it all but the shampoo (very drying), and I did have good experiences with the
condition and sculpt while I was transitioning. I want to try the wrapping lotion. Urbanbella is offering
25% off on all Jane Carter products now through the month of July.
HTH
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